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. . ■ I - INTRODUCTION

1.. A fact-finding mission was sent 7to West Africa by the Executive Secretary

of ECA to prepare for the establishment of two United Nations Development

Advisory Teams (UNDATs) in this ared.

- Duration of the mission:

3 February to 24 March 1972.

- Composition of the mission:

' - Mr. Mamadou A. Aw, Special Adviser to the Executive Secretary of

ECA, Head of mission;

- Mr. Albert N'Diaye, ECA Human Resources Development Division,

Director designate of the ECA West African Sub-regional Office;

:.--. .-- - Mr. Imre Ubul Vero, of the ECA Centre for Economic Co-operation,

Chief designate.of UNDAT II West Africa; - "■ '■

- Mr. Jean Causse CDPPP, Headquarters, New York, Chief designate

'-' -:of UNDAT I West Africa.

- Countries visited:

Fourteen countries were visited in the following order: Chad, Niger,

Upper Volta, Mali, Senegal, Mauritania, Gambia, Sierra Leone, Liberia.

Ivory Coast, Dahomey, Togo, Ghana and Nigeria.

- Intel—gouvernmental organizations:

Discussions wer9 held with the senior officials of the following

organizations:

- Lake Chad Basin Commission, Fort Lamy;

- OAU Publication Bureau3 Niamey;

- Meat and Cattle Ccmmunity, Ouagadougou;

- Liptako-Grouma Development Authority, Ouagadougou;

- West African Customs Union, Ouagadougou;

- Organisation of Senegal River States (OERS) Dakar;

- Senegambia Permanent Committee, Bathurst;

- West African Rice Development Association, Monrovia.
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2. The mission also met with UNDP Resident Representatives and their

colleagues when possible, and with the Chiefs of the Regional arid Sub-

regional Offices of the following specialized agencies : ILO, FAO, UNESCO,

IBRD, UNIDO.

II - PURPOSE OF THE MISSION . ' , = ■' --■..

3. Ihe main purpose of this fact-finding mission was to draw the attention

of the highest authorities in the countries of the West African :Sub-region

to the role and general objectives of -United Nations Development Advisory-

Teams, which have been established under a new technical assistance formula.

It was also necessary to provide some justification" for the.project, parti

cularly since numerous planning, programming and development expert missions

are already operating in "all of the countries visited. To ensure discussion

■:with members of governments, and, whenever possible, with hea'ds* of State and

Government, it was considered important that the members of these teams should

not. be regarded.merely as additional.experts supplementing the already

considerable numbers of such officials engaged in technical assistance

activities in some developing countries. The mission hoped first to achieve

some degree of consensus between the United Nations and the countries

■receiving assistance as'to the definition of the mission of the UNMTs and

i on, the- general terms-of the assistance to be provided by them. This step

proved particularly useful since none of the countries visited seemed to

have a ;clear preconceived idea of. the role of UNDATs.

4. It is worth noting that.it was generally agreed that the mission should

not and could not deal with the detailed aspects of the teams1 programmes of

work, and that these would be discussed later with -the appropriate depart

ments in each country.
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III -'THEMES BEVELOPED IK THE COURSE OF THE MISSION

5. An information note on the UNDATs has been distributed and states, inter

alia, that they will "place special emphasis on advising and assisting Govern

ments,, individually and collectively, as appropriate in the formulation,

harmonization and implementation policies, programmes and projects for

multinational co-operation ... sponsor or organise, in co-operation with

individual countries at their request, training courses at the national or

mutlinational level and participate in the execution of specific projects".

On the basis of the general ideas contained in this note, the mission

developed a number of themes in the countries visited. These themes may be

summarized as follows:

(1) Since the conclusions of the Study on the Capacity of the United

Nations Development System (Jackson Report) showed that assistance

to developing countries had not produced the results anticipated,

■ ' the components of the system are now redoubling their efforts to

achieve greater.effectiveness. The UKDATs represent a part of this

collective effort.* In Africa, they come under the dual sponsor

ship of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs and ECA

where they represent a repon^e to the expressed wish of govern

ments for .the Commission to go out into the field,

(2) Agreement has already been reached between the Department of

Economic and Social Affairs, UNDP and various specialized agencies

on the principle and genei-al objectives of UNSATs. But if this

formula is to be viable, it must be understood and agreed to in

the field, at the implementation level, by both government

departments and chiefs of other technical assistance missions,

particularly by resident representatives. The., activities of .

UNDATs must in no way compete with other assistance programmes,

but rather must tend to complement:them* . .

(3) The first observations which have already been provided on the

mission composition and modus operandi of UNDATs may be considered

as working hypotheses. The conditions finally agreed on must take '

account of the suggestions and recommendations gathered in the

course of the mission.
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(4) At both the national and multinational levels, UNDATs will.endeavour

to collaborate with governments in their assigned areas, concerning

the general problems of methodology and co-ordination, for a

better utilization of the available development resources* To

achieve this, their primary task will be to collect data on and

familiarize themselves with local conditions in the drive against .

under—development. There must be continuity in their activities.

At all stages - from the formulation of policies to the planning,

programming and implementation of projects - in which their assis

tance is requested, the UNDATs must avoid limiting themselves to

the mere formulation of ideas.

\5) By giving special attention to intergovernmental co-operation

organizations, it will be possible to reduce the number of channels

of assistance.

(6) The resources made available to the UNKATs are - and will remain -

relatively limited. Consequently, it will be necessary to identify

the sectors and areas in which these resources can be mos.t profit

ably used and produce visible results as rapidly as possible. The

. . importance of the judicious choice of. assistance priorities cannot

be over—emphasized.

(7) UNDATs. will devote special attention to short training programmes

and to ,the training of African experts. • They must help to achieve

a gradual but resolute Africanization r.f technical assistance' and

. ,. promote mutual intra-African assistance by means of the associate

expert, formula.

(8) -In the-demarcation of the areas of activity to be assigned to each

of the two" UNDATs, the criteria accepted was that of homogeneity

of ecological conditions since this gives rise to a broad similar

ity in the problems to be solved. The boundaries defined on this

basis, do not always coincide with those used by intergovernmental

organizations. There is, however, no. immediate danger in this,

since the .aim is to indicate the approximate area of action of the

experts rather than to.establish a boundary dividing the West

African sub-region into two distinct zones. The difficulty, if
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not the impossibility, of dove-tailing the activities of the

intergovernmental organizations i is clear; the two UNDATs, on the

other hand, would enjoy considerable flexibility and mobility and

their combined resources would be available to the sub-region as

a whole. ■ ' ■ ' -'

6. The exchanges of views on these various themes were conducted in an

atmosphere of the greatest frankness and were always followed by a rapid

review of the major causes of concern to each government with regard to the

development problems with which UNHATs might be able to assist.'

IV - MAIN-IMPRESSIONS GAINED PROM OHE REACTIONS

OF THOSE WITH WHOM THE MISSION HAD DISCUSSIONS .

7. Although the mission presented the UNDATs in the. same way to each of

the officials met with, the subjects discussed and the suggestions made

varied from one country to another. Before turning to these individual

points, however3 a number of general observations may be made.

(1) The UNDATs concept met with a universally favourable reception.

The fact that these teams are initiated by the Department of

Economic and Social Affairs in collaboration with the Regional

Commission and with the co-operation of the specialized agencies

served to allay, if not remove, the fears expressed in some

countries that these teams might simply result in further

duplication of activities, contradictions and lack of co-ordination

The governments see that, on the contrary; by making full use of

these new resources, they will be able to make"a better co

ordinated use of the assistance they receive.

(2) .The individuals or bodies with whom the mission held discussions

said they -were very pleased to see ECA "move into the field" to get

a closer view of the real problems facing governments.

(3) The various countries noted with satisfaction that this new form of

assistance entailed no counterpart contribution from governments.

(4) Many countries expressed their concern at the proliferation of new

studies with no consideration being given to the possibility of
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new sources of financing. The mission, therefore, had an opportu-

, , nity to explain the role ECA could play in this respect. Although

: ECA has no investment funds, it could in future act as a catalyst

fo~ certain programmes, as it has done in the case of the Mombasa-

Lagos Transafricain Highway project.

(5) In view of their limited initial resources, UNUATs would probably

be unable to work immediately for each of the' 7 or 8 countries

within their area. There are, therefore, difficult problems of

priority involved in establishing the first programmes of-work. It

was suggested that dispersal of the teams' resources should be

avoided at all costs, and that it would perhaps be "better in the

early stages, to restrict assistance to those countries whose

need was most urgent, while according some degree of priority to the

intergovernmental co-operation organizations presenting requests
. ' ■ to UNDATs. "" ' ' ■ .. ,1. ■;.■■■

■ .'."'■ ■ •■■ ■ . ■

8, These organizations often have to accept limitations on their Effective

ness because of inadequate resources and because except in a few cases, they

do not have access to any source of technical assistance, since aid-granting

organizations recognize only individual governments. The vitality of these

organizations depends on their capacity to promote specific programmes which

yield tangible results. The announcement of the establishment of UKDATs was

very well received by these bodies. The fact that UNBATs may be called on to

work simultaneously or successively at the national xevel and with organiza

tions for promoting co-operation is seen as an extremely positive factor.

9- The explanations of.the criteria used, by ECA in defining the areas of

activity of the two teams ecological criteria, level of development for the

Sahelian zone (including Chad) and available resources - seemed to meet with

approval. The faot that countries belonging to the same economic co-operation

organization fall within different UM)AT areas (this is'eo for example for the

organization" which is to replace OERS and for the Conseil de 1'Entente) was

discussed very frankly on numerous occasions. Particular stress was plaoed

on the fact that because of the large number of country groupings and the

changes.in their memberships from time to time,, it was difficult to establish

UKDAT areas which corresponded exactly to their boundaries at any given
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moment. Mali, for example, is a member of the organization for developing ■■

the Senegal River valley* and only about eight months ago, joined the Niger

and the Upper Vclta in the Liptako-Gourma DbVeJopment Authority.' Moreover,;

UNDARs1 areas of activity are not administrative uni-!;s. like the ECA Sub-,

regions and their boundaries do not constitute rigid limits, In dealing

with questions of economic co-operation; the combined resources of both

teams will be at the disposal of all the countries in the Sub-region, With

regard to the problems involved in the development of the Senegal- River

valley, the Dakar-based TffiDAT could work in Mali, Either, or both of the .

UUHATs could be called on to assist in projects involving all the countries

of the Conseil de 1'Entente- This very flexible situation, combined with

the assurance that priority would be given to questions of co"npsrat:i.on within

existing or future frameworks, received the approval of the officials . .

contacted by the mission. . ' . ■

10. Reservations were expressed in respect of the level of qualification '

and the number of experts to be included in the proposed Niamey UliMT. Sond" '

stress was:laid.pn. the need to make the Sub-regional office an extension of

the Commission, secretariat; independent of UNHA.T?

11. With regard to the way in which assiJDtar.ee is provided at present, there

was a widespread feeling that, studies oo not probe1 deeply enough into specific

problems and many experts arrive with set id'eaa and propose Etoruotyped schemes

instead of solutions which are specially tailored to the situation in

question, Laey tend to overlook t^a fact that local officials cfteu have

a better understanding.of the terms in vhich problems present themselves, .even

if they .do not have the human and material resources needed fcc solvo them.

In.every country, emphasis was placed on the qualifications and high standard.

required of members of the proposed UNMTs. The fact that the experts were

few in number .would not be ?. major disadvantage as long as they were of a .

very. high, level and had sound experience of African oocio,-oconoais problems* .

It was poirite.d out that the instances in which international. -technical assis

tance .experts were of a standard equivalent, to or lower than thai; of national

officials were on the increase. Since the counterpart expert had generally

not produced satisfactory results, it was felt thac .the new experiment

involving African associated experts offered the .greatest "char:c3 of success.
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12. These were the general reactions of governments with.respect to the

basic objectives of.UNDATs, their modus operandi and the standard of the

experts. . ■ .

13. In add: tion, a number of basic ideas were expressed with regard to the

major fields which should be covered by UNDATs programme of work. Although

these aspects were mentioned by only one or two governments, they may be of- ■

relevance to the majority of countries visited. The following salient points

emerged: in as much as UNDATs, in their desire to avoid duplication, devote

particular attention to filling in the gape found in studies"' undertaken in

various fields, certain governments feel that, a number of problems which are

of a multinational character and. which must be approached with the. necessary

courage and objectivity, are left unattended. These include the monetary

problems of the sub-region7 on which the development of intra-African trade .

depends to a large extent and the study of agreements establishing large

foreign firms in order to draw from them the basic principles of an inter- -

national law which guarantees the interests of African countries..
1

14. The statements made by government officials revealed a consensus with

regard to the general problems of development in the Sahelian-zone. The

shortage of water' for both men and livestock,, the problems of internal and

external transport and communicaticns, exacerbated by lack of access to the

sea, which places further constraints on raining and industrial development

are major causes of concern common to the whole Sahelian zene*

15. To increase millet consumption and establish a millet-flour industry on •

a sub-regional scale; to organize solidarity among meat-producers before

initiating any dialogue with consumers; to develop "clie transport and communi

cations infrastructure by paying particular attention to the need to restore

the east - west flow of trade which has, since the earliest times, made the

Sudanese basin unique stretching from the Blue Nile to the Senegal River;

in a word, to restore the confidence of the inhabitants of the interior in

their own ability to prevent a widening of the already appreciable gap

between the levels of development of the landlocked and the coastal countries,

these, are the broad outline.s of a self-oriented development policy for the

Sahelian zone as a whole, as put forward by the highest officials,,
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16. It should be noted that the information given during the mission about

ECA's intention.soon to examine the possibilities of a road link-across the

Sahelian zone from the Atlantic to Lake Chad, was received with considerable

interest in the countries concerned.

V - OTHER REACTIONS

17. Before making any recommendations with regard to the establishment of

OTDATs in Niamey and Dakar, some Comments should be made on the initial

conception of these teams by ECA and the Department of Economic and Social

Affairs and on the reactions of Resident Representatives and heads of missions

with whom discussions were held. According to the information note distri

buted, the mission of the UNDATs is both macro- and micro-dimensional. The

intention is that they should assist governments both with policy formulation

and planning and with the implementation of projects extending from basic

agricultural engineering or social assistance activities (drilling for water

home economics). It may at first appear surprising that a single team should

undertake such a variety of tasks, particularly since there is specialisation

and corapartimentalization within the United Nations family of organizations.

This approach to the question.of the assistance to be provided by UNDATs can,

however, be justified if one recognizes that development problems must be

tackled in a comprehensive and integrated way. When the assistance at the

programming and planning level and the assistance provided at the sectorial

level for the implementation of programmes come froi.:. completely separate .

and independent organizations, there is a risk that the continuity required

in following up the objectives will be lacking. In any. country, only the

government as a- body is really concerned with the planning and implementation

of development programmes in their entirety. This means that when UNMTs

intend to be involved at both the planning.and .the village communi-ty levels,

they are aspiring to be the privileged instrument of governments is ensuring

that assistance does not simply produce good ideas or well-documented

dossiers, but that it also, leads to the layout of roads and the digging of

wells- It must be remembered that the title "Multinational Interdisciplinary

Development Advisory Team" denotes an organization which includes resident

advisory staff, itinerant advisers supported by the central services of ECA,
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local personnel recruited for specific small-scale ongoing projects and

volunteer and associated experts.. It is this flexibility which will enable' "

UNDATs to .be involved in all stages of development operations. This is

also why it is planned to have experts at different levels.

18. One might well ask whether this theoretical conception of the flexibi

lity of the assistance to be provided by UNDATs will- work in practice. In

the national context, the preparation of country programming, which has

become the principal task of the Resident Representative, is already being,

dealt with'by one or more UNDP interdisciplinary teams in each country,,

whose activities in some instances supplement those of the specialized::

agencies, not" to mention the evaluation missions sent by. IBRD; Rightly.or ;

wrongly, most resident representatives'feel that they have sufficient

resources for'country programming which has, moreover, been completed in

'certain countries, and for which the services of UNDATs would not in any .

event be required. Some of' them recognize that the services of-UNDATs could

prove useful in the programme execution"phase." A number of resident

representatives and heads of mission met^ with, appeared somewhat sceptical

"about the role UNDATs'could play in national planning while assistance in

the field in sectoral operations normally devolves on the specialized ■

agencies- Consequently,' at the national level, UNDATs may encounter some

initial difficulty in gaining acceptance by some representatives of other .

members of the'United Nations family both, at the planning stage and in the .

implementation of sectoral operational projects. The possible role of , ,

UNDATs at'the national level could, however, be to assist governments.oh-

request in co-ordinating assistance from various United Nations missions -.-.-

with aid from bilateral or multilateral sources. A number of governments. ■

referred to the need to strengthen national' services responsible for

planning international co-operation. Such'a role would result in UNDATs. ■

having a much closer relationship with government departments than that

enjoyed by any other assistance mission, and could place them in a-

privileged position

19. Assistance in the field cpuld take the form of trial operations, which

,:ould be limited in sqope but significant enough, in preparing the ground

for larger-scale activities falling within the purview of the specialized

agenciesr
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VI - RECOMMENDATIONS

20. Although the role of-UNDAT in the-'national- context of a single coun-try

is not very clear to all governments, resident-representatives and other- ■■

experts; under technical assistance almost all agree that the team could be.,

very useful at multinational level-

21. The present paradox'is that no serious effort is being made by^the

suppliers of foreign assistance to give systematic encouragement to

multinational African enterprises, whereas everyone has agreed that' there

can be no real development within the narrow framework of the majority of

African States. All aid whether it be provided under bilateral assistance,

mul-tilateral assistance or the United Nations system, -is always directed ■'

to countries within, a national context, out of-respect for the sovereignty--

of States; -Many of the so-called-regional or sub-regional projects are ■

made up of seminars, training courses, and conferences. Without minimizing ■

the importance of such projects one must admit regional and sub-regional

programmes could deal with more operational subjects likely to strengthen

multinational co-operation.

22. In spite of the slow progress in forming economic entities in Africa, .

the will of governments to co-operate cannot be questioned. Evidence of

this is based not only on the number of intergovernmental organizations

existing in the continent, but also on certain attitudes which show a real

desire to cc -operate. For this reason the Executive Committee of ECA

in its November 1971 session urged the secretariat to have an exhaustive

study carried out' on the economio and non-economic factors which inhibit

co-operation in Africa. The low level of active co-operation for development

is, therefore, considered by African governments a serious evil which can be

only erradicated if its underlying causes are known. It seems, therefore,

that taking the initiative to deal with the problems of a particular sub-

region, and studying them from an integrated standpoint within a multination

al context, would not be an attack on the sovereignty of States. This is

the area in which the UKDATs could perhaps most usefully devote their work.

In addition to what thev will be able to do at national level» their main

task should be the identification of multinational projects in all fields

(agriculture, education, health, industry, transport, etc.). Whenever such
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projects are identified ECA in collaboration with UNDP would follow up their

preparation and make them operational, mobilizing the services of the

specialized agencies and bilateral :assistance as well.

23. Since UNDAT resources-are initially rather limited, their strength

will lie in the quality of the men who make up the team and their approach to

their work. Such teams should be managed by people who are not only extremely

competent but also well known in the sub-region. In Africa more than

elsewhere,, confidence rests above all on the idea one has of the other

person. An effort must be made to make a visible impact within the shortest

possible time rather than spread effort over the whole of the sub-region.

This implies that with actual resources, problems will have to be restricted "

to those judiciously identified in a limited number of countries, and should

as far as possible be of the type which can be dealt on a multinational

basis. This is important, because it must constantly be remembered-that the

activity to be carried out by the first UNDAT is of an experimental nature;

it is an experiment to develop new methods of assistance' more efficient than

the known forms, which have not always proved satisfactory. ...

A. ASSOCIATE EXPERTS

24- The concept of African associate experts for UNDAT-sponsored projects

has stimulated a great deal of interest in the countries visited. From

discussions held on the subject, this plan on which the mission still lacks

complete information should lead in the long run to' the Africanization of

United Nations technical assistance in Africa. African States will continue

for a long time to need the help of non-African experts to develop and

strengthen their economy, and it is, therefore, necessary to concede that

a reciprocal exchange of technological experience should continue between

African countries and the rest of the world, irrespective of. the future level

of development in either group. Doctors, engineers, professors and in some

cases the lower level experts required for the normal operation of the

State are in short supply at this moment in all African countries. To meet

this shortage, they avail themselves of bilateral and international

assistance, and" organize national training programmes in order to replace

such assistance in the shortest possible time.
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25. As far as expert officials called experts are concerned, it seems that

there are no plans to ensure their replacement in the long'run. The..concept

of associate experts could lead to a solution of; this problem. Two ..types

of associate.experts may be planned. Whenever there is a given project

in a country, a national could be recruited at professional level not,as a

counterpart to be trained by the Chief of project, but as co-director

already possessing the competence to direct the project. The foreign expert

would only be required to stay for a limited time because his task would

consist"mainly of introducing-his African colleagues to certain work methods

and administrative procedures, rather"than of training him. The other type

of associate expert would be high level African professionals having ten

to fifteen years experience, who have had to assume top-level technical

responsibility, have had sound.training, and who have had the opportunity

to become familiar with and study development programmes at multinational "

level. Obese African graduates between the ages of thirty and fourty with

years of experience in running national departments, agriculture, health,

industry,- education etc. are in the increase. They generally have partici

pated^ numerous international conferences, and have on occasion studied the

development problems of countries on a group basis. These men seem today to

be the most suitable for providing consultancy services under many United

Nations projects. Because of the shortage of professionals with a knowledge

of African States, it is certainly impossible to take these experts away-from

their national responsibilities. Besides, this is not desirable.. But

special arrangements could be made for them to work from time to time out

side their own countries while continuing to exercise their national duties.

Experiments.are at present being carried.out in this field .within certain

intergovernmental organizations and some of the. specialized agencies. An

examination of the results could be of interest in ascertaining the limita- ,

tions of such a plan. In spite of the shortage of high level ..African

managerial staff, the use of those available should be better organized so

that Africanization can take place in all fields. The. African situation

today demands this. African governments are forced to give the same degree ,

of priority to the training of scientists and research workers as to adult

functional literacy programmes. While building airports for four-engined

jets they are organizing transport by donkey and camel within the same
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territory. The promotion of African international experts must not wait '

until national needs in professional staff are satisfied. Ways and means

of using available skills in the form of associate experts in multinational

projects, without taking them away from their national duties completely, "

should be systematically sought and thoroughly exploited. ' ' ' ':

B - PROPOSALS . _ .

(1) for the formation and operation of the multinational interdisci
plinary advisory development teams (UNDATs) • ■ > -■

26. It must be borne in mind that Annex I of the information note defining

the objectives and organization of these teams has made provision for several

types of technical assistance personnel namely: resident personnel,

consultant peripatetic experts in education and advisory services supported

by the central services of ECA, locally recruited personnel for operational

mini-projects, volunteers and associate experts (bilateral and multinational)

experts supplied by local voluntary agencies working under the auspices of,

or with the help of ECA. Resident personnel are to include: an expert

development economist, an agricultural economist, an industrial economist,

specialist in human resources development responsible for the training

component and a trade development and promotion officer.

27. On the basis of discussions, observations and suggestions made during
the mission, it seems that :

(a) ' Team I (UNDAT Dakar) is giveri: the important mission of co-ordinat

ing the work of the experts which make up the United Nations *

planning teams being established in Mauritania, Senegal, Sierra

■ Leone and in Liberia a total of some of 25 to 30 officials - so

as to economize funds' and better co-ordinate the efforts of the

United Nations. It is acceptable that these planning and develop

ment teams establish their bases in the countries which requested

them; but their activity should extend if necessary, to all the

countries in aone I and even to all the countries in the sub-

region, since it is also planned that an expert from Group I

should work in the sector of Group II and vice versa. The leader
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of Team I would centralize the needs expressed,by .the governments

and would co-ordinate the activity of various development advisors

under his responsibility.

(b) Team II (UNDAT at Niamey) should include :

- Two experts for the development of natural "resources (water and

mineral) who would assist the Liptako-Gourma Development

Authority and the Commissions for the Lake Chad and Niger basins

in particular,

- An expert in transport and communications,

- Two experts in human resources development,

- An expert in the processing and marketing, of products who

would provide assistance for the Cattle and Meat Community,

- Two consultants, one an expert on monetary questions and the

other a legal expert on company law, who would be able, in

collaboration with the -leaders of the two teams to carry out

a study of those subjects on the basis of information

available at the secretariat of the Commission.

(c) The team leaders should be specialists in development, and should

have sound practical experience of African countries.

(2) Composition and operation of the sub-regional office at Niamey

28. The Niamey office which .covers 14 West African countries has at present

a staff of 2 officials in the administrative category: the Director of the

office and a young industrial economist. It appears that these two

officials have not often been able to carry out exploratory missions or to

provide any assistance within their zone of responsibility. With limited

financial and human resources, it was difficult for the Niamey office to

represent ECA effectively since it does not have the resources .normally

enjoyed by an ordinary UNDP country office.

29. At the second meeting of the Executive Committee held in Addis Ababa

from 27 to 31 October 1969 (ref. E/CN.14/ECO/15) of 10 October 1969, it

was proposed:
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(a) decentralization from-the headquarters of EGA secretariat to the

■■' . sub-regional offices of ECA,.so as to enable these offices to play

a meaningful role at the sub-regional and multinational levels-

(b) The strengthening of the staff of the sub-regional offices to

increase their number from two to nine professional officers.

(c) Increased financial-resources to enable.the.Director and his

specialist staff undertake essential travelling which their duties

inevitably demand within the sub-region.

(d) The establishment of a :well organized documentation centre to

provide rapid information for experts and to facilitate the com

munication of information to secretariats in the sub-regions and

-to other multinational groups. This centre should also be

responsible for providing member States in the sub-region with

'■■' information. .

30. The recommendations below embody the excellent guidelines contained in

circular no. 52 of 21 August 1968 .(ECA/ST/Al/52) of the Executive Secretary

and would offer an even greater advantage if they could be enforced as soon

as possible in deference to the wishes expressed'by the governments of the

countries visited.

31. To the extent that the Director of the sub-regional office acts under

instructions, from the ..Executive Secretary and,_ under his direct supervision

and that his duties are to:.

(1) Organize, co-ordinate and direct the activities of ECA in

■ accordance with its established work programme for,, the sub-region,

(2) -Deal with the governments of the sub-region, sub-regional and other

multinational bodies responsible for economic and social develop

ment co-operation in the area,' '■■'■■'.

(3) Deal with UNDP resident representatives as well' as the' represen

tatives of other United Nations bodies in matters'requiring the

co-ordination of United Nations operations at national, sub- ..

' regional and multinational level, ECA activity at sub-regional; ,

level should be completely integrated. Although the two, t.eams.at

Dakar and Niamey depend on separate budgets their status as far as
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ECA is concerned, remains similar. In other words, the ECA

secretariat should clearly act as overseer of both teams, and

the Director of the sub-regional office for West Africa will be

responsible for co-ordinating their activities. Periodic

■ meetings - once every three months for the team leaders, once a

year for the experts — could be organized on his initiative to

discuss UNDAT operational plans and strategy.

32. To carry out these new tasks successfully, the Director of the sub-

regional office who is the co-ordinator of the activities of the advisory

groups for development should acquire the services of:.

-• t - (a) An official responsible for information, and specialists in the

. ■_ - use.of audio-visual techniques for educational development

■\ . (periodic broadcasts over national wave length of ECA news; radio

series and photographic displays);

(b) A bilingual administrative assistant, the assistant in office in

-/-- ■ - Niamey at present is mainly responsible for financial and material

questions of the office and of UNDAT; ,

(c) A qualified librarian from the regional school of librarianship at

' the University of Dakar (UNESCO Project), capable of collecting

all United Nations documents, published by member States and

intergovernmental organizations, of filing them, indexing them,

making analyses- and notes so as to provide information likely to

give assistance in the preparation and implementation of projects,

and in bringing governments, experts and visitors up to date.

33- Bie decentralization measures which have been advocated above should

not give rise to new budgetary expenditure. To visit West Africa, experts

based at Niamey would have a radius of travel much smaller than from Addis

Ababa and there could be substantial savings in the cost of their missions.

The work programme should be revised to enable a part of the activities-of

the secretariat staff likely to be transferred to aub-regional level to be

re-directed. Re-organization at this level would be useful for some

conferences, training courses and seminars. It is also at sub-regional

level that the parliamentary role of the Commission in the economic field

could make its most efficient contribution.
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34* A sub-regional office considerably strengthened would offer the

necessary logistic support to .UNDATs.and the.structural links thus esta

blished between.the three bodies would make ,it possible for,ECA to- offer

effective co-ordination of technical assistance and help in the development

of multinational oo-operation in .the sub-region. . . ■■. .... -

35» The decentralization which is recommended for West Africa could be

extended in stages to .other sub-regions after an experimental, period when .

the scope and.effects could .be .measured and lessons, which could facilitate

future reform, could be .drawn. . . *:■■:,■' 1 \ ..' >. .■* :>;-■■•'.,; .-,:- :v;</ , -

30 April 1972 ■".
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ANNEX I - SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS BY COUNTRY

- In Chad, the UNDAT plan was already known through previous contacts

with the UNDAT at Yaounde. The nature, therefore; of the reconnaissance

mission has been more diplomatic than technical in this country. The

criteria which brought the ECA to include Chad, which belongs to the

Central African sub-region, within the zone of activity of the Niamey

UNDAT were readily accepted by the persons interviewed by the mission,,

However, transport difficulties between Niamey - Fort Lamy (threo days

by air) were often raised. Finally it was agreed to accept in principle the

change-over of terms, the final position to be communicated in duo course

to the Commission. The Commission stressed its concern to ensure the

maximum continuity in the assistance which could be given to the countries

through the UNDAT plan, the team at Yaounde being eble to continue to

provide its assistance until replaced by the Niamey team.

Since the plan is in the final stage of preparation, UNDAT could be

called upon to assist the Government in the field of the preparation of

projects and programmes in various sectors? Industry, Agriculture? Stock-

raising, Physical Planning (housing, urbanization)-

The possibility of calling upon UNDAT assistance for following up the

country programming projects will be considered by the Resident Representative.

The Lake Chad Commission which has already identified some projects>

but which lacks resources to go ->n to the following stagas will ask for

UNDAT assistance.

- In Niger the authorities recalled the wish expressed in Tunis by the

Technical Committee of Experts that any confusion between tho sub-rs^ional

office and the UNDAT should be avoided. This presupposes a clear distinction

between the tasks of each institution and the provision of adequate resource

for them. The suggestion has been made that resources be increased by

calling upon the special assistance which could be provided for the least

developed countries.

The idea was expressed that the proposed scheme could facilitate

sectarial integration policies if the ground was prepared for prior agreement
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at sub-regional level. The need for positive aid to foster such projects .

by attracting foreign finance was emphasized.

UNDAT could contribute in preparing activity, programmes to link

agriculture and-stock-raising on the basis of the market offered by the . ,

Sahelian countries, within the context of the West African group.

■She development and consumption of millet and the "establishment of- ,&■

millet-flour .mill'in the sub-region is strongly, recommended.. .Niger gives. '

special importance to the integrated study of the transport and communica- ■ .•

tions infrastructure. The possibility of" calling upon UNDA-T ;for country.. ...

programming will be taken into consideration. ■ ' .■,■■■.-■

From the point of view of material facilities for the installation'

of UNDAT, the sub-regional office could soon make available the whole of

the floor at the Maison de l'Afrique where it has its offices. This would

be able to accommodate all their offices. It seems that the necessary

furniture and equipment will have, however, to be provided under the team's

budget. ■ ' ' . .■■■,'■

- In Upper Volta it has not been possible, in.the time available, to .

make a detailed inventory of the different fields in which assistance would

be demanded of UNDAT, but the. possible fields seem identical to .those

encountered-in other Sahelian countries: for example the mission, identified

an immediate need for a consultant in the field, of transport.

• UNDAT could.-be called upon to* provide-assistance for country- ■■ .

programming. ■*.•■.

The Cattle and Meat Community officials emphasized that the collabora

tion of .a legal expert would be necessary for preparing the intergovernmental

agreements. They also pointed out that UNDAT could provide services in

integrating those plans which they would like to see implemented. As : :

elsewhere, new studies should as far as possible be related to financial

resources. "'■•■,-■■ ' .;■-■■ ■ ■:

Since the draft treaty for West African Customs Union is now ready,

it seems'that the next stage would'be concerned with .specialized studies to

which UNDAT would "be able to. contribute. ; : ' ■ '■ ■-" ■ . : ' .
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- In Mali.* the problems of the land-locked countries and the need to

have them studied by a group of high -level ^experts was-emphasized on' several

occasions. Many technical studies, have already been carried out with ■

existing resources but assistance .n 'Ibrain, power" v;ould be welcome... The

study of monetary problems at sub-regional level is considered as one of

the most important subjects of multinational;co-operation. The possibility

of being able to call upon a team particularly in the. field of transport ■■

and social development was raised. The procedure for preparing the next

plan is already under consideration and some precise suggestions on the .

contribution to be requested of UNDAT can be made on the return of the team

leader or even before by letter, provisionally listing their needs.

The suggestion regarding the employment by UNDAT of experts

originating in the countries within the area aroused great interest as '

elsewhere and it was' pointed out that Malian experts were already being

used under similar arrangements by other sources, of assistance.

The UNDP office pointed out that UWDAT could be asked to collaborate

in the work of country programming. ■ . , \

In the case .of the Liptako-Gourma Development Authority, UNBAT could

be asked to collaborate in studies to be undertaken or to .take> charge of

infrastructural projects: raining projects - concerning physical planning

in the Sahelian zone.

- In Senegal the officials interviewed seemed satisfied with the UHDAT

concept in principle. The Team could be-associated in different project's

whether at planning level even for the next plan or at the development and

research level of certain projects.; .UNDAT will be asked, to help the Govern

ment- in certain problems of co-ordination which arise in regional development

(programmes of the various sources of assistance to1be implemented in the

same- region). The assistance of UNIlAT could be useful in preparing projects

which come under the Planning Department (short-term projects), in fields

as varied as taxation, tourism, stbck-rai.sing and fisheries, and development

of the tertiary sector. Since Senegal is soon to receive technical assis

tance teams in the field of planning (multilateral and bilateral) priorities

could be better established when UHDAT has been set up.
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- A new body for the development of the Senegal valley has just been

established in place of OERS, of which Mauritania-, Senegal and Mali are

members. UNDAT could be asked to provide assistance in carrying out the~

studies to follow up those which have at present been completed' with UNDP

assistance. .Senegal expressed the wish that the areas of activity of- the

two UNDATs which are planned should not affect the cohesion of groups such

as the Organisation pour la mise en valeur du Fleuve Senegal (OMVS).

- The ILO regional office at Dakar has the same zone -of activity as

U2TOAT, with"the exception of the Ivory Coast and Mali. Close co-ordination

is, therefore, necessary particularly between the UNDAT human resources

expert arid the ILO experts. During the second half of 1972 in particular,

a group of experts on job promotion will be working in'this area.

- From the point of view of material facilities, it seems possible

that the Government of the host country may be able to provide UNDAT with

premises in the future. The UNDP office could temporarily house the first

group.of' experts of the team;. But the necessary equipment must be provided

by the team budget. y ...

- Mauritania; Here UNDAT seems to be a sort of research bureau for

the Government, and could be very useful provided the experts are not "■

satisfied with•?■making short visits to the country. Ine team will certainly

be called upon to help in various fields. Details are to be communicated

to ECA in the near future. Here as elsewhere, it was emphasized that the |

composition of the team should be flexible and should.be adapted to the j

needs of the country. . However, for the team to be able to begin its

operations and provide .effective service as rapidly as desired, an advance !

gjpoup of experts could be. recruited fairly quickly. Among the problems

already raised here concerning UNDAT. assistance, mention should be made ofi

the study of problems concerning mining concessions, national accounts,

other statistical problems and the problems of eraployement. Participation

of the team in the establishment of options in the next plan and its final

preparation has been envisaged. Collaboration with the United Nations

planning team. (University of Montreal) will not raise any problems.
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Transport also raises some problems in Mauritanian priorities and

the project of the road link between the Atlantic and Lake Chad is

stimulating lively interest. The mission received information on the

Mauritanian road building plans.

- The Gambia. The little time at our disposal restricted the scope

of our talks to a general discussion with the top officials in the economic

section. It was pointed out that various fields of activity could be

identified when the team leader visited the country, since suggestions would

be prepared on the basis of information provided by the reconnaissance

mission. Great importance ie attached here to the team's success in working

with other existing sources of assistance without problems.

For the Senegalo-Gambian secretariat, UNHAT assistance seems useful

for the preparation of a certain number of agreements already made between

the two countries, or for the identification and study of new fields of co

operation. .

- In Sierra Leone, lively interest was expressed on the possibility of

the use of African experts from the area of the team. Actually Sierra Leone

asked ECA to give direction to this effect several years ago. The present

system of technical assistance often involves excessive delays and it is

to be hoped that under a scheme such as that of UNDATs the solution of some

of the problems encountered would be facilitated. The disappointments

concerning the railway project with IBRD was recalled with a great deal of

bitterness. . .

In spite of the considerable assistance provided in the field of

planning (United Nations team) it seems finally that UNDAT could provide

various services, but these were not identified in detail during this

advance mission.

Interest was expressed in projects which ECA oould carry out to

establish language laboratories in the various sub-regions in Africa in

order to spread the use of English and French in particular.
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-.' . - ' Liberia.- Here- UNPAT.,seems .to he;.able to provide assistance .to the

Government, in priority fields where ,the,need jfor high .level specialists is ,

acutely .felt: rural integrated development, national accounts and economic .

statistics, human resources. Periodic short-term missions could also be of

use We and riot only missions of medium-term, duration as in other^ countriesi

,.. .The-.'need ^t'o> .exchange ^experiences, between countries in; the area is

acutely -felt,.,and it is hoped that the' presence of- UNDAT will favour this,,

as well, as. :the > promotion of■'a policy of ..economic. ooroperatipn between ,..,.

countries. ..'-.'. ■ . ' ■ ■ ' . - '" ■ «' ■■'■' • ' ■

The West African Rice'Development Association needs experts and .: ■

will be happy, to use'the services of, UNMT. Because-of this advance mission,

needs.could.^be made known, to, EGA in the near future. For example, in its

co-ordinating role,, the Association needs to parry out a study on the ::

situation of, rice cultivation in the development programmes of those.,.. - -■

countries which make;up the. sub-region: the two UNBATs could contribute -;

to such a study. ;' '. ; . . . ...

.t.,_.; In Ivory-Coast as in..the-. pther countries the concern of ECA is. to -.

gefclpser to the concrete.:problems.of. the' countries. The afficials took,.-

a sympathetic .interest-in what was said and..the services' of the team will

certainly.be; requited in various \ fields. ..On., the basis of. information -

exchanged on.the possibilities,of,.the composition of the team-and.the. :; ■

conditions under which it-will operate, some more precise suggestions, will

be prepared for the visit of the team leader after he' has taken.up his post

in Dakar- ' .... ; - _ , ■ -c .■ ..■..■ . ' ■ ■" .

".' . - As far.as IBRD is cpncernedi.it seems .that the co-operation desired .-

will raise no. difficulty, to the extent that the.mission of the.UPA.T do.es

not overlap with that of the experts of. the bank. , ^;

- Dahomey.... The hope_qf:-obtaining smooth co-ordination b.etween, the.

activities of. OTDAT and.the natidnal :prpgramme was expressed. - Tbe-,.plan to. ■:

use associate experts was appreciated. It is hoped, that UKDAT will, increase

the effectiveness'of ECA activities. . . "
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- Togo. A few projects of interest to Dahomey, Togo and Ghana in the

field of telecommunication and power could have been the object of multi

national co-operation programme. UNDAT assistance in these projects could

"be helpful, since a great deal of mediation is required.

Emphasis was placed on the high level which should be required of

experts and the necessity to have their assistance until the projects are

completed^ The endless spate of studies and voluminous reports were again

criticized.

Togo is preparing a file on small-scale projects to be carried out

and would need assistance from UNDAT for this.

- Ghana. Country programming has been completed \in Ghana. Following

its adoption, it will be possible to use the services of UNDAT in the

execution phase. UNDAT may be requested to undertake additional studies.

- Nigeria* Useful contacts could not be established with Nigerian

officials because the mission did not stay there long enough;
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ANNEX II - HIGH RANKING OFFICIALS MET DURING THE MISSION

CHAD ■ r , : ......

MM, - Bangui, Ministre d'Etat charge du Plan,

- Abdoulaye Djonouma,. Ministre de l'Amenagement du territoire et
de l'Urbanisme, .

- Ngakoukou, Directeur du Plan, . ■

- Gabdou, Directeur de l'Industrie,

-Nonga- Gasoiou, Directeur de 1'agriculture,

'- Touade", Directeur de 1'elevage, . .

. --Maiport, Directeur general des Finances, '

. . - Deneufporg, Conseiller au Plan, . ..." .

- Lebouchetj Conseiller'au Plan,

- Popoola, Secretaire5executif adjoint de la Commission du bassin

,. du.Tchad:assumant 1|interim du Secretaire executif absent, ■

.- Bonnevie, Representant resident du PNUD,

- Bocar Ly, Conseiller principal de la FAO,

- Vesse, (Assistance technique)1 responsable de 1TElaboration du Plan na
tional de developpement e*conomique et social.

NIGER

S.E. - M. Hamani Diori, President de la Republxque,

MM, - Leopold Kaziende, Ministre des Affaires economiques, ,du commerce
de I1Industrie et des mines,

- Harou Kouka', Ministre de I1 education natibnale assurant 1'interim
■ - : du Ministre des Affaires Strangeres,

- .Dandobi Mahamane,: Mimstre des travaux publics et de 1'urbanisation,

- Mai Maigana, Secretaire d'Etat a la Presidence de la Republique,

- Abdoulaye Diallo, Commissaire general au developpement et trois
de ses collaborateurs, -. ,-•■

- Baba L_. Kasse, Directeur du Bureau sous-regional de la CEA et ses
collaborateurs, ;

- Gilles Grondin, Representant resident du PNUD, . ■

- Alexandre Adande, Conseiller principal de la FAO pour le Niger, la -
Haute-Volta et le Mali,

Ousraane Diallo, Chef de Service de publications de l.'OUA.
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UPPER VOLTA , .. ■ ,

S.E. - Le General. Sangoule Laraizana, President de la Republique,

MM. - Le Docteur Aly Barraud, Mir.istre de la sante publique et de la

, population assurant I1interim du Ministre des Affaires etrangeres,

■ ■ ■ ■
- Le Capitaine du genie Antoine Dakoure, Ministre de 1'agriculture

de l'elevage, de3 eaux et forets et du tourisme, assurant l'interim

du Ministre du Plan, de 1'industrie xet des mines,

\ - Francis Lompof Ministre des travaux publics, des transports et

de l'urbanisme,

- Le Docteur Eog^r. Tall, Secretaire executif de, la Comraunaute

economique du betail et de la viande, et trois de ses collabora-

teurs de 1'assistance technique?

- Mathieu Samake, Directeur general de 1'Autorite du Liptako-Gourma,

- Keita, adjoint du Secretaire general de la Comrriunaute economique
de l'Afrique de 1'oueat (CEAO) en mission,- .... .

- Max Dorsinyille, Representant resident du PNUD, ■ .

-. Yougbare,. assistant du PNUD charge des.relations exterieures.

MALI

S.E. - Le Capitaine Baba Diarra, Ministre des Finances et du commerce,

"'assurant l'interim du President de la Republique,

- Le Chef de bataillon Charles Samba Sissoko, Ministre des

Affaires etrangeres, et de la Cooperation.

- Madame Inna ]Jiallo, Secretaire d'Etat aux affaires sociales, ' ■

MM. — Robert N| Baw, Ministre du developpement indust.riel et des travaux
publics, "" ■

■ '

-. 1b.eoule.Kpnate7 Pre3idenc Birecteur general de la Banque du

- developpement du Mali (ayant rang et prerogative de Ministre);

- Sidi Coulibalu; Ministre de la production, . ■

. - Sekou Sangare, Directeur du cabinet du President de la Republique,

. - Charles Samake, Directeur general du Plan, .

- Godefrin, Representant resident adjoint du PNUD.

SENEGAL "

MM. - Emile Badiane, Ministre de la cooperation^ •

- Habib Thlam, Ministre du developpement rural,

- Adama N'Diaye, Secretaire drEtat aux Affaires etrangeres,
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- Madieng iDiakhate, Directeur de cabinet du Secretaire d'Etat

au Plan (en mission),

- Birahira Gallo Fall, .Conseiller technique du Secretaire d'Etat

au Plan, ■;

- Oumar Thiaw, Directeur du Plan,

- Salif N'Diayej Secretaire general pour l'amenagement du fleuve

Senegal (OERS), ;■ . • ; . ■

- Leger, Representant regional du PNUD et ses collaborateurs;-

MAURITANIA ' \ " " ■-

S.E. .- ,M.. Mokhtar ould .Dadd'ah,. President de la Republique.

MM. - Hamdi ould Mouknas, 'Ministre' des Affaires etrangeres^

- Ahmed ould Abdallah, Ministre de 1'industrialisation et des

mines,

- Mamadou Diop, Ministre du developpement rural,

- Ali N'Daw, Ministere du Plan.

OHE GAIffllA ■! ■ ■ . ' / . ,

E.E. - Mr. Daouda Diawara, 'President of the Hepublic,

Messrs.- Eric Christensein, Secretary General of the Presidency of the

Republic, i; . ......

- The Secretary of ministerial cabinets and directors in charge of

development (the Presidency of the Republic, Plan. Education,
Public Works), ; ' *

■ - Seydina Sy, Secretary of the Senegambian Committee and his

colleagues: . • . -, ■:■■■-;■' . ■■ ■■ ;

- Bamary Dabo, Directt/r of Economic1 Affairs of the- Senegambian
Committej '■ - . . -

- Laurent Diata, Director of Social and Cultural Affaire of the

Seriegambian Committee, :

- Bjibrill Sail, translations, conferences cf the Senegambian

Committee., . i\ ■.•'■'

- T. Sofjseh Deputy Secretary General, President's Office;"'

- B. Treton, Development Secretary, President's Office,

- Hatib Semega-Janneh, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Education,

Health and Social Welfare, . .

- Clark, Acting Permanent Secretary,...Agriculture and Natural

Resources,

- Fye, Assistant Secretary Ministry of Finance?

- Savage, Ministry of Works and Communications,
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Mr- - E. Sowe, Ministry of Local Government, Lands and Mines

Miss - N'Diaye, President's Office,

Mr. ■ - Marielle, Co-ordinator of UNDP

SIERRA LEONE

H» E» —

Messrs. -

LIBERIA

Messrs.

Mr. Koroma, Vice-President of the Republic,

Pratt, Minister of Foreign Affairs,

Kamara-Taylor, Minister of Finance and Secretary General of .
the Department,

Bangali Mansarang, Resident Minister, Northern Province,

Dr. Karim, Principal Secretary, Northern Province,.

Nylander, Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Development,

Thomas Baldwell, Ministry of Foreign Affairs,

Miss Williams, Chief of International Cooperation Services of
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,

Dr. Koso Thomas, Vice-Chancellor of the University of Sierra
Leone (Fourohbay College).

Weeks, Minister of Foreign Affairs,

Cyril Bright, Secretary of State for Planning,

H. W. Yaidoo, Deputy Minister for Planning,

S.D. Greene, Deputy Minister for Economic Affairs,

P# Gadegbetu, Assistant Minister for Statistics,

E.O. Gardiner, Assistant Minister for Sectoral Planning,

M. Reeves, Social Planning Division,

J. Junives, MPEA,

P. Jeffer, MPEA:

Campaigne, Resident Representative of UNDP,.-

T... Van Os, Senior Economic Adviser, '

Jacques Diouf, Secretary General of the WARDA,

Two consultants of the WARDA:

- Djibril Aw, Directeur de 1'Institut d'economie rurale du Mali,

- Dr. Marenah, Director of Agriculture of Gambia.
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IVORY COAST !

.S..E.. - 14. .August©. .Denise,/ Ministre d'Etat assura.nt I1 interim du ...

■" ' ' President' de la Republique, . . ■

, , ■ MM.. ,-. Mohamed T. piawar.a,. Ministre du Plan,^ ._ .

;" .._.. ;■;...-.O..;-Diafra, Directeur des: programmes pliiriannuels de developpement,

. * ■ • ■■-.■ Akiov vsous-directe!ur.de"s-etudes de'developpement,■ -

' - Kwume, Chef du service d'action re"gionale,

- Bureau du PNUD et orga'nismes des Nations Unies,

- V. Englund, Representant resident,

- M_a,koyski..;. Adjoint, ,a.u..EQpreaentant resident,.,. . .. ...

- Monsieur de la Reriandiere, Chef du Bureau-regional BIRD.

I3AH0MEY ' -i

Leurs Excellences : Ahomadegbe 1er Vice-President du Conseil

presidentiel, assurant 1'interim du President de la Republique;

Apithy Sourou-Migan, 2e Vice-President dusConseil presidentiel,

assiste de M. Moundachirpu directeur de cabinet,

MM. - Joseph Keke, Ministre de l'Economie et du Plan,

- Chabi Mama, Ministre du Eeveloppement rural assiste de M. Gomez,

directeur de cabinet,
i

- Tiamiou Adjibade, Secretaire general du Ministere des Affaires

etrangeres, ministre plenipotentiaire,

- Ibrahim Souradjou> Haut-Commissaire au Plan,

- Olivier, assistant du PMJD.

TOGO
ii

Hunlede, Ministrel! des Affaires etrangeres,

Tevi, Ministre des Finances,'

Mivedor, Ministre''des Iravaux publics, Transports et Mines,

Addra Gregoire, directeur du Plan (remplac,ant le Secretaire

d'Etat au commercej a l'industrie et au Plan, empeche) entoure
de dix hauts fonctionnaires de son departement, des ministeres

des Iravaux publics et de l'Economie ruraler

Bloch et Bekri, respectivement Representant resident et

Representant resident adjoint du PNUD.
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GHANA

Messrs, - Major-General Mr. A. Ageri, Commissionary-in charge of the
Foreign Affairs,

- J. Y. Amuzu, Jack Andrews, H.W. Kwami and Mrs. V. Ofosu-Amaah, ■ / -L-.
civil servants.of the High Commissionary in charge of Planning, f[

- Menzies and Beynon, respectively Resident Representative and * ■
Deputy Resident Representative of the UNDP, -s

- Taylor, assistant of the UNDP.

NIGERIA

- The person in charge of the Foreign Relations of the Ministry
of Labour. -


